SHRIMP HARVEST EMAIL
On Sat, 29 May 2021, 6:22 pm , ,<XXXXXXXXXXXX> wrote:
I am sure they must of had a lot of fun in the mud
So they harvest 71kg of shrimp
When there should of been at least 1000kg from the amount they put into that pond
We have already done the maths on the 55,000 shrimp they put in right?
So Boss Hogg was expecting around 300-400kg of a harvest because don't forget someone stole
most of them
He actually harvested 71kg
And we know from a previous video from bumping into the buyer that he is offering 120 peso per
kilo
that's just over 8,000 peso turnover
Even if he goes house to house to sell them at 230 peso per kilo
His turnover would only be just over 16,000 peso
But wait?
Didn't they buy the shrimp lava for 15,000 peso
Anyway it was a total disaster
Jason, Jhen or her father was NOT seen in any video
Unless they were hiding in the mud from the camera
At the end of the video I found it very interesting in what Boss Hoss said
Now listen very carefully to what he said at the end
We lost a lot more of the shrimp due to pilfering
They got about HALF of all our shrimp
Then says that they were able to harvest 1/3 of the shrimp that was left in the pond
And
The robbers got 2/3 of the shrimp
BUT
We left about 1/3 of the shrimp that were buried in the mud
WAIT????
Let's look at that again......
2/3 of the shrimp were stolen
1/3 was harvested
And
1/3 was left in the mud
Now I'm not a genius with an IQ of 160
But how can you have 4/3 of anything?
TIMESTAMP WHERE HE SAYS THAT IS 21.39
Let's do some maths..........
They put in 55,000 shrimp lava in the beginning
At 50 shrimp per kilo there should be 1100kg of available shrimp to harvest
If they have grown to harvest size right??

But let's say they are not at harvest weight right now
So let's give Boss Hogg the benefit of the doubt and say 100 shrimp per kilo
Are you with me so far??
55,000 shrimp at 100 shrimp per kilo is 550kg to harvest
Boss Hoss says that he harvested 1/3 of what is available
71kg
But my calculator says that 1/3 of 550kg is 183kg
I'm confused
Ok so he harvested 71kg and that was ONE THIRD of the total amount of shrimp in the pond
71 x 3 = 213kg
Wait? Hold on a minute? How does that make sense?
By my maths there is more than 300kg of shrimp missing then? From the total harvest available
weight
Can someone please explain this because I am too stupid to work it out
If boss Hogg removed 1/3 of the total shrimp and only got 71kg then where is the remainder
gone??
Oh wait?
He says that robbers stole 2/3 of the shrimp
142kg
Right??
So add that to the 71kg he harvested
213kg total
But that still doesn't make sense as there should be 550kg in total if there are 100 shrimp per kilo
divided by the 55,000 shrimp they put in the pond
So again
Where is the other 300kg
Oh wait......
He said he also left 1/3 of the shrimp in the mud
So magically another 71kg has come out of know where
Don't forget he said he harvested 1/3 and the robbers got 2/3 and 1/3 he left in the mud
So even with the magic of Bohol island where you can get 4 Thirds of something
The total kg if you include that is
284kg
So still, there is 216kg missing
So either someone has taken well over 300kg of shrimp out of that pond
Or they swam away to a better life through the many holes in the pond
Or they left more shrimp back in the pond than they say (don't forget the magical 1/3 in the mud)
Or they DIDNT put 55,000 shrimp in the pond in the first place
Maybe they told investors 55,000 went into the pond
But maybe, just maybe they only put less than 50% of that

